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1. Introduction

Abstract
During the last century, traditional agricultural cooperatives have been instrumental to the survival and well being ofMediterranean farmers. However, due
to the their vaguely defined property rights structure they face five unique investment and collective decision making constraints. This paper introduces an
innovative producer owned, controlled and benefited institutional arr~nge
ment the New Generation Cooperative, that emerged in order to amehorate
the aforementioned constraints. The potential ofthe New Generation Cooperative model for the Mediterranean food supply chains is analyzed and prerequisites for its success are identified. It is concluded that farmers and their communities would benefit from the adoption of this model but some modifications to it might be necessary. Scholars and practitioners need to invest resources in studying the particular problems that might be encountered in case
this new schema of collective entrepreneurship is adopted.

the Mediterranean food
supply chains is analyzed.
In the last part of the paper, I provi de concluding
remarks and outline a future research agenda.

An institution of collective entrepreneurship, agricultural cooperatives are
user-owned,
user-controlled, and user-benefited
businesses which have
2. The Evolution of
helped farrners around the
Traditional Agriworld for more than a cencultural Cooperatitury in many ways (Knapp,
1969; Lockart, 1967)).
ves
Provision of services, proMost agricultural coopcurement of inputs and
Résumé
eratives in the northern
marketing/processing of Au cours du siècle dernier, grace aux coopératives agricoles traditionnelles, part of the Mediterranean
food products are just a les agriculteurs méditerranéens ont réussi à assurer leur survie et leur bien- basin originated in the
few of them. In 1996, a- étre. Toutefois, à cause de la structure des droits de propriété un peu vagues, late 1800s and early
gricultural cooperatives in ces coopératives doivent faire face à cinq contraintes d'investissements et de 1900s due to a combinaMediterranean European prise de décision collective. Ce travai! présente un accord institu!ionne~ no- tion of economic, farrn orvateur géré et contr61é par le producteur et à son avantage, a savOlr, la
Union member countries Coopérative de Nouvelle Génération qui est née pour faire face aux con- ganization, and public
(Portugal, Spain, Italy and traintes susdites. On analyse les potentialités de la Coopérative de Nouvelle policy reasons. During
Greece) commanded con- Génération pour les chaines d'approvisionnement alimentaire méditer- the next years, their desiderable market shares in ranéennes après avoir identifié les conditions nécessaires pour son succès. Il gree of success varied by
both the farrn input and en résulte que les agriculteurs et leurs communautés bénéficieraient de country, region, and inl'adoption de ce modè/e, mais des modifications pourraient se rendre nécesfood industries (Table 1). saires. Les scientifiques et les opérateurs ont besoin d 'investir des ressources dustry. These traditional
Similar statistics have pour étudier les problèmes particuliers qui se poseraient au cas où ce schéma agricultural cooperatives
been reported for the new d'entreprenariat collectif serait adopté.
are producer-owned, and
Mediterranean EU-mem-controlled organizations
bers, Malta and Cyprus (e.g. Rizzo, 1994; Theophanous, with open membership, risk capitaI generated primarily by
1994).
means of retained earnings from member patronage, and
In this paper I introduce a unique type of producer- illiquid equity ownership rights.
owned, -controlled and -benefited business organization,
The evolution of the Mediterranean agricultural cooperathe New Generation Cooperative (NGC), and proffer an e- tives can be usefully conceived as a five-stage model
valuation of its potential for Mediterranean food supply (Cook, 1995).
chains. First, I describe the evolution of traditional agricultural cooperatives and provide a taxonomy of Mediter- 2. l Stage I: Cooperative Formation
ranean agricultural cooperatives. In the same section, I deAgricultural cooperatives are forrned at the end of the
scribe five problems that inhibit offensive cooperative in19th, beginning of the 20th century mainly because of:
vestment in capitaI-intensive industries, and discuss possi1. The desire to avo id the negative consequences of market
ble solutions. Subsequently, I present the unique organizapower exerted by either 'a monopolist or a monopsonist.
tional characteristics of NGCs and their consequences. In
2. The need to attain scale economies in the procurement of
the penultimate section the potential ofthe NGC model for
inputs amI/or services, and the marketing of agricultural
products.
* Agriculturai Economics & Policy Research Institute Parthenonos 5
3. The attempt to reduce the risk facing individuaI producers.
Athens, Greece
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2.2 Stage Il: Winnowing

Table 1. Market Shares of Agricultural Coopera ti ves in the Mediterranean EUmember. Countries 1996, (% )
INDUSTRY
COUNTRY

Greece
Italy
Portu gal
Spain

Dairy

Fruit &
V egetables

Meat

Grains

Farm Inputs

20
38
83 -90
35

12-51
41
35
15-40

5-30
10-1 5

49
15

15

---

-

--

20

--

Only those cooperatives that were formed
to correct market failures survived past the
infant stage. On the other hand, cooperatives
formed to combat reduced prices due to excess supply were usually less successfu1.

2.3 Stage III: Emergence of
Vaguely Defined Property Rights

The survivor cooperatives of Stage II, succeed in correcting market failures. Subsequently, their competitors (Investor-oriented firms-IOFs) modified their strategies and reduced prices. Trying to minimize their costs
and invest in capitaI-intensive industries, in order to be
competitive and thus better serve their members, cooperatives are faced with two sets of problems: (a) Investment
constraints, and (b) Collective decision-making constraints.
The first set of constraints includes the free rider, the horizon and portfolio problems, while the latter refers to the
contro l and influence costs problems (Cook, 1995). These
five problems we call "Vaguely Defined Property Rights
Constraints" (VDPRCs).
The VDPRCs are generated by a vaguely defined "user
versus investor" set of property rights. The adoption of cooperative principles makes cooperatives complex organizations whose residual claims are restricted to the agent group
that supplies patronage under the organization's nexus of
contracts (i.e. the member-patrons) and whose board of directors is elected by this same group (Vitaliano, 1983).
Such restrictions create not fully delineated property rights
that give rise to the aforementioned constraints.
Property rights are defined as a socially and legally enforceable right to select uses of an economic good. Thus,
property rights give owners claim to the residual returns of
the firm and a part in the decision processo LegaI constraints regarding the asset use or the assignment of rights
to others through contracts prevent the owner from exercising all the rights associated with ownership of an asset.
Fundamental contracts within an organization specify l) the
nature of the residual claims, and 2) the allocation of the
steps of the decision process among agents (Fama and
Jensen, 1983). Since "contracting man" is limited in foresight, knowledge, skill and time, and displays opportunistic
tendencies, contracts are incomplete (Williamson, 1985). It
becomes impossible to construct a contract ex ante that accounts for every possible future event, determines how each
party will respond and divides any net income resulting
from the event. The costs involved in monitoring and enforcing these contracts become considerable as well.
Therefore, it becomes criticaI to determine who receives
the residual property rights, which are rights not specified
in a contract. The transaction cost school of economics argues that clearly defined, enforceable and tradable property
rights produce a socially efficient outcome. In fact, "If no

4. The quest to provide missing services.
5. The drive to achieve additional margins.
Such cooperatives fall in one of the following categories:
l. Local Multipurpose Cooperatives-Local in scope, these
multifunctional agricultural cooperatives were formed in
order to provide their members with a diverse set of services (e.g. input procurement, marketing of produce, credit, bargaining). In some cases, such cooperatives started
as single purpose organizations (e.g. credit, or insurance
cooperatives) .
2. Regional Multipurpose Cooperatives-In order to
achieve economies of scale and improve their bargaining
position in the market, local multipurpose cooperatives
formed secondary level associations with a regional (and
sometimes national) business focus.
3. Production Cooperatives-Usually, these were local associations of agricultural workers or farmers with smallsized agricultural holdings, whose primary goal was to
lease land and share the costs and benefits of collective
production. Historically, this type of cooperatives has
been the least successfu1.
4. Processing and/or Marketing Cooperatives-Single
commodity cooperatives formed to process agricultural
commodities past the farm gate. However, not many of
them were engaged in marketing products to final consumers.
5. Mandatory Marketing Cooperatives-During the early
stages of cooperative development, the governrnents of
some Mediterranean countries (e.g. Greece) used the cooperative as a policy too1. Governrnents formed mandatory marketing cooperatives in an attempt to ensure that
the farmers of a region producing a single product had
the bargaining power necessary to deal with middlemen
and the food industry. Laws were voted which required
that farmers of a product in a particular region could not
sell their products unless they were members of the local
marketing cooperative
6. Cooperative Joint Ventures-Tertiary level business organizations that were formed to achieve nationallevel economies of scale in the procurement of inputs or processing and marketing of agricultural products.
7. Cooperative Companies-Investor-oriented firms owned
by cooperative associations; mainly formed to overcome
barriers in capitaI acquisition posed by cooperative principles and/or nationallaws and regulations.
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zon problem creates an investment environment in which
there is a disincentive for members to contribute to growth
opportunities. The severity ofthis problem intensifies when
considering investment in research and development, advertisement, and other intangible assets. Consequently,
there is pressure on the board of directors and management
to (a) increase the proportion ofthe cooperative's cash flow
devoted to current payments to members relative to investment, and (b) accelerate equity redemptions at the expense
of retained earnings.

one clearly owns a valuable asset, then no one has an incentive to guard its value properly. If property rights are
not tradable, then there is little hope that assets will end up
with those people who can make best use of them and so
value them most. If property rights are not secure, then
owners will not invest great amounts in assets that they may
lose with no compensation, or they may sink valuable resources in protecting their claims" (Milgrom and Roberts,
1992, p. 294). Vaguely defined property rights create losses in efficiency because the decision-maker no longer bears
the full impact of his or her action. Cooperative scholars
have identified and analyzed the following property rightsrelated organizational limitations in traditional agricultural
cooperatives (Vitaliano, 1983; Cook, 1995, Staatz, 1987;
Porter and Scully, 1987; Iliopoulos and Cook, 1999).

2.3.1.3 The Portfolio Constraint
The portfolio constraint can be viewed from the cooperative firm's point ofview as another equity acquisition problem. The lack of transferability, liquidity, and appreciation
mechanisms for exchange of residual claims prevents members from adjusting their cooperative asset portfolios to
rnatch their personal risk preferences. The cause of this
problem is again the tied-equity issue-the investment decision is "ti ed" to the patronage decision. Therefore, members hold suboptimal portfolios, and those who are forced
to accept more risk than they prefer will pressure cooperative decision-makers to rearrange the cooperative's investment portfolio, even if the reduced risk portfolio means
lower expected returns (Vitaliano, 1983).
Traditionally, cooperatives have atternpted to mitigate the
investment problems by retaining earnings as member equity. But in cooperatives, members demand that earnings
retained for investment must eventually be returned to the
member-patrons. Consequently, cooperative equity capitai
might be viewed as a form of debt. The redemption of this
equity-quasi debt eventually places a burden on the cooperative's asset base and leads to slower growth. For members,
this equity is usually returned at book value regardless of
the value of the cooperative business itself. Hence, members do not receive a retum on their investment reflecting
firm growth value unless the cooperative is dissolved or
sold (Cook, 1995).

2.3.1 Investment Constraints
This generic type of problems result in the dilution of
members' incentives to invest in their cooperative; they include the free rider, the horizon and portfolio constraints.

2.3. 1. 1 The Free Rider Constraint
The external free rider constraint is a common-resource
problem, which arises when property rights are non-tradable, insecure, or unassigned. Cooperative property rights
are not well suited and enforced to ensure that current member-patrons, or current non-member-patrons, bear the full
costs of their actions ami/or receive the full benefits they
create. This situation occurs particularly in open mernbership cooperatives. An exarnple would be when a pear producer refuses to join the membership of a pear bargaining
association but captures the benefits of the negotiated terms
of trade. A more complex type of free rider problem occurs
when dealing with the common property problem (or insider free rider problem). This occurs when new members obtain the same patronage and residual rights as existing
members and are entitled to the same payment per unit of
patronage. This set of equally distributed rights combined
with the lack of a market to establish a price for residual
claims that reflects accrued and present equivalents of future earnings potential creates an intergenerational conflict.
Because of the dilution of the rate of return to existing
members, a disincentive is created for them to invest in
their cooperative.

2.3.2 Collective Decision-Making Constraints
Collective decision making constraints refer to the extra
costs incurred by éooperatives in making collective business decisions; they include the control and influence costs
constraints.

2.3.1.2 The Horizon Constraint

2.3.2. 1 The Control Constraint

The horizon problem refers to the disincentive for cooperative members to invest in long-term projects. Benefits
flowing to the patron instead of the investor is the genesis
of this cooperative investrnent problem also. Specifically,
the horizon problem occurs when a member's residual
claim on the net incorne generated by an asset is shorter
than the productive life of that asset (Porter and Scully).
This problem is caused by restrictions on transferability of
residual claimant rights and the lack of liquidity through a
secondary market for the transfer of such rights. The hori-

The control constraint refers to the agency costs arising
from the divergence of interests between the principals
(membership and board of directors) and the agent (manager) in agricultural cooperatives (Cook, 1995). Since the information provided and external pressures exerted by publicly traded equity instruments (stock market) is not present
in cooperatives, and the members serving on the Board of
Directors may have little or no experience in effectively exercising control, governance bodies operate with a handicap. Two major categories of such costs exist; the costs of
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Tabl e 2. Types of In flue nce Costs in Agricultural Cooperatives
Opportunity costs of cooperative stakeholders' time
Costs of mon itoring and enforcing deci sions that create quasi -rents
Costs of delayed d ecisions :

i)
ii)

coordination costs
mea surement costs

Costs of discretion ary authority
Costs of wrong or no decisions
Costs of poli cies de signed and implemented in order to avoid in fluence costs

monitoring the manager, and the costs of managerial opportunism that result from the failure to monitor the ma~
ager with perfect effectiveness (Hansmann , 1996). ~0~11toring costs for cooperative principals can further be dlVlded into three types: (1) the costs of informing themselves
about the operation of the firm, (2) the costs of communicating among themselves for the purpose of exchanging information and making decisions, and (3) the costs ofbringing their decisions to bear on the firm's management (Hansmann 1996, p.36).

2.4 Stege IV: Restructuring Anelysis
Cooperative decision-makers become aware of the VDPRCs and conclude that their options are three: (i) exit, (ii)
continue, or (iii) transition.

2.3.2.2 The Influence Costs Constraint

2.5 Stege V: Restructuring Choice

Influence activities arise in organizations when organizational decisions affect the distribution of wealth, or other
benefits among members or constituent groups of the organization. The affected individuals or groups, . i~ pursuit ~f
their self interests, attempt to influence the declSlon to thelr
benefit. The influence costs problem can be viewed as a
collective decision making problem. Because shares in
most cooperatives are neither transferable nor tradable,
members that cannot exit the cooperative are left with only
one option: voice' Especially if the cooperative is engaged
in a wide range of activities, then diverse objectives among
its members can lead to damaging influence activities that
increase transaction costs within the cooperative, lead to
wrong or no decisions at all, and finally, may lead to the
dissolution of the cooperative.
A single pool system can generate conflict among various
groups of members within the cooperative. As each of
these groups tries to influence the decisions of the Board
and the management to its benefit, the cooperative firm incurs high costs that may take many forms : delayed business
decisions, wrong decisions, and many others. The vaguely
defined property rights in cooperatives, especially when accompanied by highly heterogeneous membership, can lead
even to the dissolution ofthe organization. The diversity of
the set of customers would cause problems in agreeing on
the policies to be followed. The rules for cost allocation and
the determination of prices for each of the various groups of
members would create conflicts endangering the survival of
such a cooperative.
How might each ofthese constraints be ameliorated? The
l

free rider and horizon constraints require a solution that
aligns members' investments with their level of patronage (Cook and Iliopoulos, 1999). These investments
must also reflect changes in the values of the cooperative's current and future cash flows (Staatz, 1987). On
the other hand, a solution to the portfolio problem must
align members' investment with their preferred level of
risk and reward (Cook, 1995). To correct the control
problem, a vehicle must be designed that reduces the agency problem and permits the board of directors to 0versee management's performance without costly monitoring and enforcement measures (Vitaliano, 1983). Finally,
mitigating the influence costs problem requires the adoption of decision-making processes and costlbenefit allocation rules that result in members bearing the full impact of
their actions (Iliopoulos and Cook, 1999)

The cooperative leadership chooses between the aforementioned options of (i) exit, (ii) continue, and (iii) transition.
(i) Exit: In this option, cooperative leaders decide to either
(a) liquidate, or (b) restructure as an investor-oriented
firmo
(ii) Continue: Cooperatives attempt to ameliorate the VDPRCs and, particularly, the investment constraints, by
either seeking outside capitaI through some form of strategic alliance or implementing a proportionality strategy of intemally generated capitaI.
Farmer cooperatives across the US and parts ofWestem
Europe, faced with the five property rights problems described above, have tried to find solutions compatible
with the cooperative principles. Traditional agricultural
cooperatives have tried to solve these problems by
adopting strategies designed to minimize conflicts among their membership and generate capitaI for future
growth. Such strategies include, among others, the creation of subsidiaries, joint ventures with other cooperatives amI/or IOFs, in order to access capitaI; the use of
marketing contracts with the members, to ameliorate the
free rider problem; the implementation of base capitaI
plans that achieve the proportional investment by members according to their leve l of patronage, to address the
horizon problem; proportional voting, to address the
control problem; and multiple pool systems, to address
the portfolio problem. Some ofthese strategies have also been adopted by Mediterranean agricultural cooperatives.
(iii) Transition: Some cooperatives decide to switch to a
new organizational form, the new generation cooperative (NGC). A NGC is a value-added marketing cooper-

According to Hirschmann (1970), when the members of an organization are dissatisfied with their !Jrgani~ation' s policies, ~hey ha,:e
one of the following options: VOlce, Exlt, or L<?yalty. yOlçe I~ thls
context is a means of dynamically demonstr~tIng t~elr d.ls~ausfac
tion, in order to achieve a change In the orgamzatlOn s pohC1es
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and provides value for its members, the delivery right may
appreciate in value. If the NGC does not provi de value to
its members, the value of the delivery right may decrease.
Unlike stock in a public corporation, however, the delivery
right has a very limited resale or trading market. To comply with antitrust, securities, tax and incorporation statutes,
NGC bylaws limit transfer to other producers and usually
require the board of directors to approve any transfer.

ative that has been successful in ameliorating the five
vaguely defined property rights constraints.

3. Organizational Characteristics of New
Generation Cooperatives and Their
Consequences
New generation agricultural processing cooperatives
(NGCs) were first organized by farmers in the Upper Great
Plains of the US in the early 1990s, as an attempt to deal
with extemal pressures such as reduced commodity margins and increased income volatility. At the same time, this
new organizational form was an effort by producers to
solve the problems associated with the property rights
structure oftraditional cooperatives. NGCs focus on offensive value-added processing of their members' products
rather than on commodity marketing, which was the drive
behind the formation of defensive traditional agricultural
cooperatives. NGCs have been active in many food and agribusiness industries. The major organizational characteristics of New Generation Cooperatives include (Cook and
Tong, 1997).

3.3 Upfront equity
Adding value to agricultural commodities is a capitaI-intensive endeavor. Usually, members provi de up to 30-50%
ofthe total project cost. As a way to tie members' use to the
total project equity required, the total amount to be raised is
broken into smaller units. These units are tied to the amount
of product required to be delivered. A market feasibility study will help determine the most economically efficient
size for the processing facility. Then the NGC determines
how to allocate this amount into a specific number of
shares. To determine the specific number of shares it will
issue, a NGC needs to set upper and lower limits to the
amounts of delivery rights to be purchased. This is done by
balancing the number of producers who want to be involved
in the project and what is financially viable for the producers to commit.

3.1 Defined membership
Instead of acting as clearinghouses for raw commodities,
NGCs are restricted membership cooperatives that accept
only a predetermined quantity of a specific product from
each member. The number of members depends upon the
proposed capacity of the cooperative's operations. One of
the key features of NGCs is their ability to ameliorate the
free rider problem and thus control supply or access to the
cooperative's operations. In traditional cooperatives, me mbers can enter and exit as they please, and cooperatives operating without marketing contracts with their members
have no way to guarantee a specific operating capacity at
any one time. By limiting membership to those producers
who buy the right to supply the cooperative, the NGC is
able to ensure a steady supply of the agricultural inputs required for running operations at the most efficient scale. In
a NGC, the membership is generally not permanently
closed. If the cooperative decides to expand production, for
example, it could seek equity from producers outside the
initial membership.

3.4 legally binding delivery contracts or uniform
grower agreements
Upon purchasing delivery rights, members are required to
sign a marketing contract outlining the duties of both the
members and the cooperative toward each other with respect to the delivery, quality, and quantity of producers'
commodities. These contracts are usually evergreen contracts, meaning their duration is specified (from one to five
years). They are renewed automatically unless either party
gives notice to the other within a window of time specified
in the agreement. This binding agreement often specifies
the high quality standards required of members' products,
especially in cooperatives integrated downstream.

3.5 Traditional cooperative principles retained
Even though NGCs adopt an innovative organizational
structure, they retain the most fundamental cooperative
principles. Contro l of the cooperative is exercised through
the demo crati c principle of 'one-member, one-vote' as in
traditional agricultural cooperatives. AIso, the board of directors is elected from the membership by the membership,
and any excess eamings are distributed among members as
patronage refunds (dividends).
These organizational features result in three benefits to
the producer-member of a NGC. First, members are paid
for the commodities they deliver to the cooperative. Second, members are entitled to receive the value added to
their commodity. The value-added payment is paid on a patronage basis, i.e. producers' payments are based on the
number of delivery rights they own. Members may also receive extra value for their investment in a NGC in case the

3.2 Transferable and appreciable delivery rights
Once members contribute equity toward their NGC, they
receive the right, as well the obligation, to deliver a specific amount of the commodity each year. If they cannot deliver that quantity or if the commodity does not me et the
quality standards set forth in the marketing agreement (analyzed below), the cooperative may have the right to buy
the commodity on the producer's behalf and charge them
for the difference in price.
The delivery right is similar to a share of corporate stock
because it represents a firm's permanent equity. As with a
share of corporate stock, the value of a delivery right will
depend on the firm's profitability. If a NGC is successful
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value of their delivery rights appreciates. Because delivery rights
are transferable and appreciable, their value may increase (or decrease) if the NGC has good prospects, as is the case with corporate stock.
Several scholars of agricultural cooperatives have hypothesized
that NGCs have been successful in solving the property rights
problems of traditional cooperatives (e.g. Harris et al., 1996).
Recent empirical results suggest that, indeed, NGCs have been
successful in ameliorating the five VDPRCs; particularly the equity acquisition constraints (Cook and Iliopoulos, 2000). Farmersmembers of NGCs adopting the aforementioned organizational
features invest significantly more than members of traditional cooperati ves.
The transferability and appreciability of delivery rights provides
, means of controlling management, thus eschewing the negative
.. .llpact of the contro l constraint. AIso, the focus of NGCs on a
limited line of related products results in lower influence activities
by the various cooperative stakeholders.
Furthermore, NGCs have had an important side effect; they
have contributed significantly to the development of large parts of
the Upper Midwest of the USo Some of these areas have been depopulated in the 1980s as a result of the severe economic crisis.
NGCs have attracted farmers back to their lands and created jobs
for workers and other personnel in the plants and offices ofthe cooperatives (Egerstrom, 1994). The role of 10cal and federaI govemmental agencies has been highlighted as a success factor in developing new generation cooperatives (Stefanson et al., 1995).
Despite the positive features ofNGCs, several difficulties have
been encountered in forming such collective endeavors; table 3 includes the most important.
Critics of the NGC model have observed that in some cases the
NGC has not been successfulIy implemented thus resulting in cooperative practices that ne ed to be carefulIy scrutinized (e.g. Torgerson, 2001). While such problems do not seem to be intrinsic to
the NGC model, additional research is required in order to identify potenti al shortcomings of this new institutional arrangement.

turaI conditions (Caraveli, 2000). Accordingly, producer owned
and controlled food supply chains in these countries face analogous problems and opportunities. Declining EU subsidies in light
of the new Common Agricultural Policy, intensified international
competition in the food and agribusiness supply chains, and increased consumer demand for local, high-quality food products alI
beg for enhanced coordination and motivation of the various supply participants (Bijman et al., 2004).
Given the structural characteristics ofMediterranean agri culture
and the aforementioned trends, entrepreneurial collective action in
the form of cooperati ves or other hybrid institutional arrangements is a prerequisite for survival and success (Ollila and NilIson, 1997). Another necessity is that farmers market their products directly to consumers at downstream supply chain stages far
ahead of the farm gate. In order to reach such consumers, the collective businesses offarmers need to invest in capitaI-intensive industries, in which intangible assets (e.g. advertisements and R&D)
play a significant role. However, traditional agricultural cooperatives face the five VDPR constraints. New Generation Cooperatives seem to provide an alternative organizational form able to ameliorate these constraints and provide Mediterranean farmers
with a Trojan horse in order to get into the supply chain era of food
production and distribution.
The experience of NGCs thus far implies that many Mediterranean agricultural products could be marketed through this type
of collective entrepreneurship. Such are the commodities that
through processing and marketing become value-added products.
By eliminating layers of the food supply chain, NGCs would increase the income of their members and boost the economic
growth of local communities. However, the adoption of the NGC
model by farmers in Mediterranean countries may require appropriate modifications. National and regional cultures, traditions,
customs, and regulations create unique economi c and institutional
environments that differ significantly from that of the northern
USo Therefore, caution is needed in spreading the NGC model in
the Mediterranean. Furthermore, changes in laws and regulations
should be planned and executed carefulIy.
Govemment support is yet another success factor in developing
NGCs. According to the US experience, govemmental support
should focus on three areas: (l) initiation ofthe required law and
regulation amendments, (2) provision of secure access to favorable credi t, and (3) provision of technical support and dissemination of knowledge.

4. The Potential of New Generation Cooperatives for the Mediterranean Food Supply
Chains
Mediterranean countries share similar environmentaland strucTable 3. Difficulties Encountered in Fo rming
Ceneration Cooperatives

Successful

1.

Pian t specifications are not met

2.

Construction contract problems such as delays and overruns

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Overly optimistic market projections

8.

M anagement problems

New

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Research
During the last 150 years, traditional agricultural cooperatives
have been the primary form of producer owned and controlled
business in the Mediterranean countries. Such cooperatives were
formed mostly for defensive purposes. However, the five vaguely defined property rights constraints facing them create a handicap that inhibits the adoption of offensive strategies. New Generation Cooperatives were founded in order to solve these equity acquisition and collective decision-making problems.
Mediterranean farmers may adopt the NGC model for most of
their products. Yet, modifications to the basic NGC model are
necessary so that it fits the needs of each different group and prod-

Lac k of owner commitment
Non competitive business location
Unrealistically low operating cost projections
Faulty government·based marketin g assumptions

9.

Excess ive debt-to-equity ratio

10.

Outside promoter rather than producer leadership

Source: Minnesota AS9:lciation of Cooperatives, Fna ncing NfW Wave
Cooperative Venture ~~ww , mnc QQQ~
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uct. Research towards analyzing and understanding such modifications is necessary. The following research topics/questions are
particularly important:
• Is the NGC model applicable to each of the various Mediterranean regions?
• What are the necessary changes in laws, regulations and other institutions so that the NGC model is successfully adopted by
Mediterranean producers?
• Is the NGC model applicable to remote, mountainous and disadvantaged regions?
• Which are the necessary steps that the European Union, national and regional govemments should take in order to facilitate the
development ofNGCs?
• Does the new Statute for the European Cooperative Society facilitate or inhibit NGC development?
• How is culture affecting the acceptance of innovative organizations of collective entrepreneurship?
• How do we identify local leaders that will promote the NGC
model?
While attempting to address these topics, scholars and practitioners will come up with additional questions. Universities, research centers and cooperative leaders in the Mediterranean countries have to invest in this fruitful research area.
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